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“To meet the needs of our large-scale system
E/One was right in tune.”
- John Grissom
Brentwood, Tennessee is a beautiful suburb with rolling hills, mature oaks, and exclusive homes. It’s also home
to some of Nashville’s biggest stars. So when it was time to change over from septic systems, the natural choice
was low pressure sewer (LPS). With its smaller piping, and shallower installation, LPS provided a less-disruptive,
lower-cost solution than gravity – and preserved the landscape.
However, the original supplier’s pumps developed problems – head loss prevented
use in some areas and flawed level controls required difficult in-field
repairs. That’s when Water and Sewer Director John Grissom
Anti-siphon,
called the leading act in the business: E/One. With its low-speed,
sealed
high-torque progressing cavity pump, E/One delivered a more
system
reliable – and less expensive – solution with higher head capability.
transports
With the longest mean time between service calls, E/One also
delivered peace of mind to the water district – and residents. In fact,
the folks in Brentwood like E/One’s solution so much, it’s now the
only LPS system specified in their code for new construction.

Small-diameter piping runs just below terrain
with less expense and disruption
Pressure switch level
control for greater reliability
and lower maintenance

waste 140'
vertically
or 2 miles
horizontally

E/One. In harmony with your needs.
SEWERING PROBLEMS GOT YOU SINGING THE BLUES? ASK E/ONE.

Send us the topo map of your next project, and we’ll show
you – at no charge – how to save money and increase the
viability with an E/One system.

Large-diameter, stainless steel
grinding assembly will not jam,
Modular pump core
removes/installs easily clog, or blind.
for quick in-field service

Call, or visit us online:
Environment One Corporation, 518-346-6161 Ext. 3028, www.eone.com
A Precision Castparts Company

